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edicated bathers recognize in the blush 

of ceramic tile or in the soft texture of 

aged wood the mark of ceremonial dis-

tinction found in the design of sacred 

rites. The traditional bathhouse and its rituals repre-

sent, above all else, the association of health, vitali-

ty, and respite with the permeability of flesh. 

Contained at the heart of many such customs—

the Russian banya or Turkish hamâm, for in-

stance—is also a longstanding communal signifi-

cance, which differentiates the bathhouse from the 

private bathroom. These elemental and cultural fac-

ets of the bathscape define its essence as an outward 

porosity. The dilation of the pores in the swelter-

form infinitesimal dermal portals. The languor of 

matter and surface mirror the relaxation of social 

tensions and the sympathies shared between unbur-

dened and restful bodies. The bathhouse is, in this 

sense, historically designed and built for a sanctified 

observance of opening up to the world, intermin-

gling with it, and not, as modern spa culture often 

calls to mind, retreating from it. 

The coming together of materiality and sociali-

ty in the bathscape is perhaps most reflective of its 

elemental essence. The flesh of the bather not only 

touches and opens itself to water. It is mostly water. 

At the root of all sensuous contact with the 

bathscape is this waterlogged body. Elemental forc-

es infiltrate the mediating barrier of skin, bonding 

the inside and the outside in perceptual and physio-

logical immediacy. The body sops up condensation 

and perspires. 

Bathhouses are pumps, conveying substances 

between ourselves and the world in a primal, in-

stinctive relationship. Nineteenth-century surgeon 

and dermatologist Erasmus Wilson wrote that: 
  

The Bath is an animal instinct: and, par excellence, a human 

instinct; it is as much a necessity of our nature as drink. We 

drink because we thirst—an interior sense. We bathe because 

water, the material of drink, is a desire of outward man—an 

exterior sense [1]. 
 

The interior and exterior movement of the 

bathscape, however, is often elusive. Such is water‘s 

behavior on skin, partially deflected into beads and 

partially absorbed, spreading out and evading cap-

ture; it takes its own time to dry, even when obliged. 

―Water escapes me yet marks me, and there is not a 

thing I can do about it,‖ wrote French poet Francis 

Ponge [2]. With steam, however, water is forced 

into feverish submission; it has neither the determi-

nation nor the obedience of liquid, which is often its 

most privileged state. The emanation of vapor 

marks an ecstasy in which the oscillation of parti-

cles surpasses a material threshold. It crosses over 

into a delirious trance, radiating in capricious swirls 

and ambling about like a sleepwalker. Ironically, the 

image of steam is not aggravation but just its oppo-

site: it enacts languorousness only by way of a 

dreamlike delirium. 
 

owhere does this elemental depth of steam 

bathing manifest more elegantly than in 

bathscape architecture. The various edifices 

adhere to a simple functionality but also command 

ritual and communal meaning. The design of the 

facility often reflects the practical and aesthetic de-

mands of its social and natural environment. 

For example, the close quarters of the Finnish 

sauna or Russian banya captures steam in an inti-

mate and direct manner, satisfying the therapeutic 

needs borne by frigid and rural landscapes. The el-

emental is permitted to roam more freely at the 

Turkish or Roman bathhouses, diffusing through 

large public halls and being assigned to different 
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rooms. Even the basic shapes and materials em-

ployed have a certain bearing on bathing. Hard lines 

cut through the cloudy mass, while curves hug and 

embrace it. A dense wooden ledge extends into the 

haze and holds heat less readily than the radiating 

intensity of marble. The bathscape furnishes a syn-

thesis of the materiality of steam with the materials 

of construction. 

Steam is wrapped in a translucent skin that im-

pulsively shifts this way or that, misdirecting one 

sense while engulfing another. It elucidates nothing 

and filters everything into a tremendous kinetic 

blur: it is an envelope of confusion. The bathscape‘s 

visual qualities are always obscure, even as it 

reaches out and touches the body. Clouds form 

themselves around a law of visual indefiniteness. 

This is only made possible by the admittance of 

light into the blooming and gaseous frenzy, which is 

reflected and diffused. Steam reveals what it wants.  

Elizabeth Diller, a designer of Blur Building—

a Swiss lakeshore pavilion set inside an artificially 

generated cloud—described the effect of cloudiness 

upon technological and high-resolution obsessed 

culture as always privative and negating: ―‗To blur‘ 

is to make indistinct, to dim, to shroud, to cloud, to 

make vague, to obfuscate. Blurred vision is an im-

pairment, its vision mediated… understood as a 

loss‖ [3]. 

The privation of sight and the primacy of the 

skin present an important consideration for 

bathscape design. Given its amorphousness, it is 

perhaps not only through visual form that steam is 

translated into an aesthetic, but also by virtue of ma-

terial quality. The mediation of vapor can be under-

stood as an infusion as much as it is a loss. 
 

ne way in which the sensate materiality of 

the bathscape becomes articulated is 

through what phenomenologist Gaston 

Bachelard referred to as the material imagination. 

Even prior to the design of the bathing facility, the 

imagination is fed by richly elemental sources. 

Without the privileging of optical clarity, the form 

of water yields to ―images that stem directly from 

matter‖ [4]. Bachelard traced the connection be-

tween the imagination and the materiality of water 

through dreaming, wherein images are fundamental-

ly dependent upon elements: 

Dreams come before contemplation. Before becoming a con-

scious sight, every landscape is an oneiric experience. Only 

those scenes that have already appeared in dreams can be 

viewed with an aesthetic passion [5]. 
 

Edifices that convey and contain a bodily en-

counter with steam lend themselves to the originary 

source of dreaming. The elemental in dreaming res-

onates with the oneiric qualities of the bathscape. If 

the stuff of material imagination—that is, poetic 

images inspired directly by elemental matter—can 

be as responsible for architectural edifices as their 

formal causes, then the various cults of steam, with 

their curative, therapeutic, communal, ritualistic, or 

leisurely practices, embody a direct mirroring of the 

qualities of lingering particles, of water vapor‘s tan-

gibility and depth.  

The Turkish hamâm is perhaps the ultimate in-

stitution for the imaginative allure of the elemental. 

The guiding aesthetic is an interchange of the sub-

stantial and the insubstantial, where densities of 

marble and granite encase a steamy effluence. The 

Turkish bath is very much a modern preservation of 

the ancient Roman thermae, consisting of chambers 

allotted varying temperatures. Stately columns sup-

port the domed ceiling of a great hall, where trellis-

es and vegetation encircle elaborate fountains. A 

wide stadium of seats, interspersed with ornately 

designed basins, crowns the bathing area. Vaulted 

stoves are used to bolster and regulate the heat. 

Bathers move between the outer and middle 

chambers, taking coffee and sprawling out upon the 

stone slabs as bath attendants ensure that the skin is 

sufficiently moistened. In the inner chamber, the 

bathers are shampooed as water gets thrown upon 

the hot marble floor and gusts of vapor engorge the 

room [6]. Like the famous Diocletian windows of 

the thermae, slatted semicircular windows or pat-

terns of small recessed glass covered openings—

―stars of stained glass‖—are inscribed on the central 

dome ceiling of the chamber to let in sunlight [7]. 

The traditional hamâm is a monument to porosity, a 

space of ritual cleansing and reverence.  
 

he importance of light in both the Roman 

and Turkish contexts marks an architectural 

embrace of obfuscation. Light is normally 

associated with space, but for the bathscape, just the 

opposite holds: light merely enhances the obscurity 
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of matter. The partial light enters and reflects off the 

face of the steam, both illuminating and half-

concealing the room, wrapping its way around the 

bold stone features and leaving the softer angles to 

be swallowed by shadows. 

The dance of heat and light on the flesh, too, af-

fects this image, and accentuates the sense of touch. 

The total alteration of atmosphere between rooms, 

the attention paid to each, demonstrates a certain 

imaginative appeal of matter. The form only follows 

after, sketching in the details of this dreamlike am-

bulation, carrying bodies from one state to the next 

and reveling in the shifting moods.  

Another instance, the thermal bath of Vals in 

the Swiss canton of Graubünden, exemplifies a 

slightly different image by adapting the traditional 

Turkish ritual to a contemporary aesthetic. Rather 

than house the steam under a rounded ceiling where 

it intermingles with light and air, architect Peter 

Zumthor designed this cave-like bath ―embedded‖ 

in the Alpine hillside to call to mind ―images of 

quarries and water flowing spontaneously from the 

ground‖ [8]. 

Though Zumthor‘s design makes use of dark-

ness and hard geometrical angles, dim slits of light 

emitted along ―fissures‖ between concrete slabs 

bounce off the water and enflame the whirling 

steam, calling forth the same underlying principle as 

the conventional bathhouse: an aesthetic of sus-

tained permeation. The stratified walls indicate not 

so much a particular form but, rather, the undiffer-

entiated material of a rock quarry. 

Again, the bather is reminded of sensate mate-

riality, running from the body into the cavernous 

interior and calling upon the surrounding landscape. 

The contrast between the stone‘s substantiality and 

the wisps of mottled hot air, and between the dark-

ened corners and the shafts of sunlight are, as 

Bachelard claimed, ultimately the work of an ele-

mental drama that begins to unfold first in dreams. 
 

he permeating effect of steam, even as per-

meation into mental space, is therefore the 

basic pattern to which all images of the 

bathscape conform. Exchanges of movement and 

touch between sweating bodies and the idle veil of 

moisture generate a powerful oneiric image: the ob-

fuscation of form and the rising forth of an entranc-

ing and mystifying substance, a matter that encom-

passes and pervades. It infuses the mind, seeps into 

the dream world as a vivid and formative image, 

and becomes reconstituted in the edifice. 

There is no surprise, then, in the fact that vari-

ous sites of geothermal activity and all of the tradi-

tions built around steam have been historically im-

bued with such sacred and ritualistic meaning. The 

architecture, the customs, and the mythology of 

steam are bound together by their poetic weight, by 

the echo of dreaming that transpires in the enigmat-

ic swirl of clouds contained by human artifice. 

 Elemental water contains within it an imper-

ceptible system of rendering boundaries fluid: it fil-

ters, transports, and absorbs, through osmosis and 

penetration, between the interior and exterior of the 

body. Vapor is the perfect agent for facilitating this 

transfer, loosening and prying open membranes 

with its vague tendrils. The geothermal pools of Ice-

land perhaps exhibit this tendency best, both in their 

attributed health benefits and in another form of 

permeation: socialization.  

Sundhöllin, one of the older pools in Rey-

kjavík, exemplifies the same adjective that Walter 

Benjamin once used to describe the city of Naples: 

porous. The facility services both the old and young 

who begin their day early, taking in the steam. As 

with the Roman thermae, the ritual association of 

bathing and health is transposed to everyday public 

routine, though in this case it is by the hand of unas-

suming municipal architecture. Incorporated into 

this routine is the opportunity to socialize, to catch 

up on community gossip, to debate politics, or to 

banter idly. 

For these Icelanders, the heart of community 

life is the city pool. For most cultures with 

longstanding bathing institutions, the public bath 

demonstrates water‘s porosity as a physiological 

and a social phenomenon, forming a communal 

space in which conversation and leisure can move 

freely outside of the confines of business or gov-

ernment. The bathscape, however, differs from the 

marketplace or the pub, the café or the Greek agora, 

in that all social activity is also water-oriented. 

Consequently, the pace of conversation parallels the 

pace of the bathing ritual. It shelters the bathers, 

provides sanctuary from outside anxieties and wor-
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ries. The ritual permits unhurried dialogue without 

interference from the commotion of urban life. 
 

he social porosity of bath culture has in 

many places lost out to modern technologi-

cal innovation and the dislocation of people 

from community by increasing suburbanization. 

The modern home has, however, retained some of 

the medicinal and therapeutic aspects of bath cul-

ture in the form of consumerism. The private bath is 

now the place to apply ointments and salves, bath 

salts and soaps. Unlike the bathhouse, the bath-

room‘s organizing principle is individualism, re-

moving the ritual from communal space and rein-

venting the bathscape with a kind of bathing Protes-

tantism. The expert bath attendant is replaced by 

total democratization: plumbing is now the only au-

thority revered by the bather.  

But this modernized bathscape undercuts the 

most essential elements of the old bathhouse: its 

communal character and its ritual significance. In-

stead, the idea of moving the steam bath into the 

private home strips away cultural tradition in favor 

of expedient luxury. Maria Kaika describes the in-

frastructural engineering of the modern home as one 

of ―selective porosity,‖ in which the domestic 

sphere excludes certain socio-natural processes 

while admitting others: bringing clean, hot water 

instantly to the tap of the bath while invisibly carry-

ing away waste; preserving a private and familiar 

space at the exclusion of public life [9].  

The problem posed by selective porosity lies in 

disallowing water to achieve its elemental potential, 

exploiting certain properties while dispensing with 

others. The private bath so often reduces the 

bathscape to its sheer material utility without regard 

for greater aesthetic value. The interplay of obfusca-

tion and light is exchanged for an unsubtle, sanitary 

whiteness, and the entire scene loses its sense of 

depth and dignity. In the modern bathing practice of 

the private home, vulgar sensuality takes the place 

of rite and decorum. No coffee is served, no birch is 

spread, and solitude always appears more self-

indulgent than meditative. 

The loss of the communal bathscape and its 

modern enclosure in the private home is really a 

loss of apprehending water‘s essentially porous na-

ture: the way it slides between cracks, breaches bar-

riers, and mediates between self and world. Few 

who are possessed by the modern proclivity for 

technological accommodation over aesthetic propri-

ety could appreciate the fellow feeling and ele-

mental profundity of the traditional public bath-

house. 
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